
.cHAPTER 6 

SENSE OF ENVIRONMENT 

i. Analysis of Sense of Environment: 

a. Introduction: 

A sense of environment is a fourth fundamental component of a 

sense of place. Every place has a special combination of environ-

mental features, such as sights, sounds, smells, kinaes the tics , pat-

terns and rhythms. But not every place elicits a strong sense 'of 

environment. Sense of environment implies having a deep awareness 

1 of and strong positive attachemnt to these physical features. It is 

more than a superficial appreciation of the environment; it is a deep, 

personal attachment to it. 

The Toronto Island has a particularly rich and distinctive 

physical environment. It is full of Island sights (such as the board-

walk on a misty morning, the ferry at sunset, sailboats slipping silent-

ly across the end of streets, ice formations on huge lakeshore rocks, 

lSame physical environmental features - like pollution or dense 
living conditions - might not elicit a positive response, although, as 
the urban renewal experience demonstrated, it is risky for an outsider 
or someone not very familiar with the people and their reactions to 
their own environment to interfere or assume that a particular area is 
a tlslumtt or that local people are not deeply attached to the area in 
question. See, for example, Herbert J. Gans, The Urban Villagers (New 
York: The Free Press, 1962); Michael Young and Peter Willmott, Family 
and Kinship in East London (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1962); and 
Marc Fried and Peggy Gleicher, tlSome Sources of Residential Satisfact
ion in an Urban Slum, tt Journal of the American Association of Planners 
XXVII (November 1961). 
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and the twinkling City skyline at night); Island sounds ( the pounding 

surf of an angry lake, the eery whistle of wind in the rigging of 

yachts moored in the lagoon, the honking of geese, and the symphony 

of squeaky cart wheels dispersing from the Saturday morning market 

ferry); Island smells (such as water, chemical toilets and ferry oil 

in the Ongiara cabins); and Island kinaesthetics (such as the rhythmic 

bumping of the boardwalk under bicycle wheels, the sinking of heels 

into the sand as one walks along the beach and the strain of climbing 

the steep rise of the Algonquin Bridge). 

As this chapter demonstrates, Islanders are sensitive to their 

surroundings and reveal a strong sense of environment. Some express-

ions of this feeling follow: 

One thing about the Island that's great is that whatever is happen
ing in the environment is very, very strong here. Well, we just 
noticed it. We're sitting here in the living room and suddenly 
the wind came up and we were quite aware of that .... So one of the 
nice things is that you always have to respond to the environmen t 
here .... And I like all the weather that's offered. I like to go 
out in the rain. I like to go out in the snoW. I like all, every
thing that's going on in the environment. 

(Elizabe th Amer) 

[Living on the Island] I think affected your feeling of space around 
you. Many people are inhibited [by the City]. If you ever talk 
to Westerners, they say it's so closed in, there are no distant 
mountains; you can't go out and look at mountains fifty miles away 
and feel the distance. Well, the Island provided that feeling of 
spaciousness. The air was pure and fresh. You could see sky and 
water under every condition. If you've ever lived by sky and water, 
it's different every day - the pattern of clouds, the sun on clouds, 
the sun on water. It's completely different and I think that has 
a profound effect on people. I think it's healing to the soul to 
live under those conditions of spaciousness and freedom ...• It's 
terrible to move from that to the confinement of the average city 
dwelling. (Alan Howard) 

Snake Island. Thatts all sort of wilderness back in there. I just 
walk around and it's sort of a peaceful thing for me to do. I do 
that now. And I walk out the back here where the Gap is and walk 
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through that area. It's a very close thing with me, like with 
Nature and God, if you like. I often think of it that way. 

(Jimmy Jones) 

And, I guess [I'd miss] the environment, the fact that I can walk 
out and go bird watching in the mornings, you know, watch the 
weather and just generally live in a rural, semi-rural environ
ment •... To do What I did this morning, which was before the kids 
were up, get the binoculars and walk out there in my bare feet, 
all down there over the field, in the dew and look at the wild 
flowers and look at the birds, that sort of thing. 

(Maureen Smith) 

We had believed even before we came to Canada [from Germany] that 
it was a very, very important value to live in, let's say, beauti
ful surroundings. It's not good enough to live 20 miles away from 
beautiful mountains [where] you can go in your car on Saturday or 
Friday evening. It's much more valuable to be right somewhere 
where you can look out of your window and have nature there and 
nice. 

(Al Schoenborn) 

People who have voluntarily moved to the Island have come for 

a variety of reasons--to enjoy the inexpensive living, to own their own 

home, to escape from the pressures of urban life, to find a sense of 

community, and so on. But probably the foremost attraction is the 

physical environment itself. Bill Metcalfe, who moved to the Island 

in 1970, expresses this view: 

I guess the Island is the kind of place we always wanted to live . 
•. . It had all the qualities of the type of place that we liked to 
live. Quiet, for one thing. We like the outdoors. We like trees 
and grass. Water. So physically, I guess, it had everything we 
liked. 

After living there for a while, other aspects of Island living 

might become as important (e.g., sense of community), but the physical 

environment always remains important. Peter Cridland, who moved to 

the Island in 1963, expresses this view--and generally how important 

the physical environment would be if he had to move: 

I couldn't possibly exaggerate the importance, to me anyway, of 
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the physical environment. Just to walk to the ferry boat in the 
morning is a terrific .1ift. The idea of commuting on a boat rather 
than a bus or a train is still, after all this time of doing it 
twice a day, every day of your life, is a big thing for me •••. 1 
always assume that if I'm going to relocate that really, absolutely 
above all, the important thing to achieve is an environment, a 
physical environment that has as many of the good things that 
this has as possible. I don't think it could be repeated. You 
could get a few of them .••• [If we had to move] we always would be 
looking not for the house, not really for the neighbourhood, but 
mainly for the sort of immediate environment--trees, the proximity 
of the park. 

What sort of people have been captivated by the Is1and l s physical 

environment? A number of Islanders characterized themselves as "out-

doors people". In fact, some Islanders are so enthusiastic about the 

outdoors and the Island environment generally that they positively rel-

ish same inconveniences and discomforts that would certainly discourage 

other people: 

I find that a lot of physical discomforts give life a little more 
quality. Walking home from the boat on a cold day and you get 
here [at the far end of Algonquin] and there's a pleasure in 
arr~V1ng. It just makes you appreciate arriving at home and 
sanehow you know you've lived and are living. 

I sort of like roughing it anyway. 
alive. 

(Terry Tyers) 

It makes you feel like you're 

(Nina Kilpatrick) 

"Roughing it", in Nina Kilpatrick's case, meant spending her first 

winter on the Island in an unwinterized summer cottage on Algonquin. 

Some Is1anders,not quite so keen on roughing it, register a dissenting 

opinion. Jenny DeTo11y comments: 

Well, the dislikes, I suppose, are all things that are little 
and very nit-picking. I don't like my waterpipes freezing .••• I 
suppose I don't enjoy the cold so much as one is communing with 
the elements. Sometimes I wish it weren't quite so intimate. 

But even in her case, while perhaps not relishing discomfort, being in 

an environment with strong physical elements is very important: 
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When I stayed in residence [at University in South Africa] for 
several years, I had a room that faced the mountain. The mountain 
is a very strong element that becomes a part of you. It changes 
mood .... Well, [the mountain] was something that we missed terribly 
for about the first three years [we were in Toronto] and I would 
hazard that we would have moved on had we not been living here 
[on the Island] and had we not found other physical things [like 
the water] that keep us, which is really what they've done .... We 
like having these physical things that take over a part of us. 
A friend of ours came and visited us a couple of Octobers ago and 
they were about to buy a place in Cape Town. And we were saying 
how we would like to live with a view [like the view of the City 
across the Bay] and they were saying the view didn't matter to 
them .... They didn't feel that they needed this predominant 
external thing to sit and gaze at. They were far too busy to 
sit and gaze at things, which I suppose says a lot about us! We 
tend to gaze. It is a big thing. 

For some people, a move to the Island was a move to a "familiar 

place ll
, because the Island reflected elements of other places where 

they had lived. For example: 

I guess we thought of the Island because it was close to the water 
..•.. My growing up years were on the North Shore [of Vancouver} and 
the latter part of that was way up the mountainside. We were very 
isolated. I would come down to the City every day. I'd have to 
run for a mile down the hill, to catch the bus, and then tromp 
home again at night. It was similar to the Island in many ways. 

(Nina Kilpatrick) 

I wouldn't say [my background was] urban, because I b~gan in 
similar surroundings to the Island. We lived for six or eight 
years in what was very much like an Island house. My earliest mem
ories were of this place and it was actually a converted summer 
cottage on a cliff overlooking the lake, so that in a way it was 
really like returning to that when I came to the Island .... My 
family have lived in Toronto for generations and for anybody who 
lived in Toronto for long, the Island was very much a part of 
Toronto. It was always there ..•. The idea of the Island was nothing 
strange to me. It wasn't an alien place. (Freya Godard) 

I suppose you'd call it an urban environment [where I grew up}. 
It was a London County Council housing estate. I don't know how 
many thousands of houses there were. It's a very green estate, that 
is, there is a lot of grass and trees and long gardens. So I wasn't 
really born into a world of concrete backyards and streets with nO 
trees and grass. There was lots of parkland. My parents always 
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took us away on holiday. The yearly seaside holiday was an 
institution in my family. And we weren't that far away from the 
country. We used to go out blackberrying, on treks. We were 
really fairly close to the country. A bus ride or a bike ride. 
And then, as soon as I was able to ride a bike, I was away. I 
was allover England on a bike. So, although I was born in an 
urban society, it always struck me as fairly rural. But every
thing was there. The subway was there before I was born; I 
always travelled by subway. 

(Maureen Smi th) 

For other people, a move to the Island has been a move to a 

completely novel place, as Jenny DeTolly indicates: 

It was all so remote from anything that we had ever experienced. 
For instance, I had never been in a frame house until I came to 
this continent, because there's no such thing 1n South Africa 
.•.. The whole thing was all just completely new and I remember for 
the first three months writing these constantly lyrical letters 
about this incredible place. Well, it was just so novel. 

After this joyous initial reaction, she was hit by the rigours of her 

firs t Canadian winter, which she describes as "hideous"--cold. bleak, 

and isolated. But, having survived that, she developed a deep attach-

ment to the Island environment. 

For some people, their love of the Island was almost immediate. 

Bill Metcalfe describes his reaction: "I was programmed for it. It 

was sort of a perfect matrix for something that I'd never really put 

into words. It just suited me totally." But for others, it took 

1 longer for the Island to weave its spell. David Amer, who grew up in 

North Toronto (Willowdale) in a fairly "straight" suburban environment, 

reveals that his initial reaction to the Island was less than enthus-

iasti(!: "It looked like a slum, I thought. That was my first response." 

Other people have found, not surprisingly, that their initial 

1 Some people, of course, are never captivated. Maxine Wilson 
tells of a couple who moved over, stayed for only 2 days, and packed 
up again, saying, "There's no way we can live over here." 
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reactions have altered over time. Freya Godard, for example, found 

the house of her first Island friend "delightful", but observed that 

"I must say I was shocked the first time I used his toilet .... " 

"Now", she goes on, "I prefer them to flush toilets. I think flush 

toilets are wasteful, the amount of water they use and I think there 

must be better methods. It should all be used for fertilizer." She 

also describes her initial reactions to her own house: "Well, it 

smelled of gas and mildew. It may still do, but if it does, I'm used 

to it. It's home now." 

These evolutions highlight an important point: that initial 

reactions (whether positive or negative) are often modified. It takes 

time to really develop a strong sense of environment, to develop the 

sense that you are not simply an outside observer or an objective ad

mirer of the environment, but that you belong in this environment, that 

it has in some respects become a part of you, that you feel comfortable 

here--and somewhat IIstrangell elsewhere. By intimate, daily contact 

with a distinctive place, seeing it and otherwise sensing it, at all 

times of day, at all times of year, and under all kinds of conditions, 

a person builds up a sort o~ personal memory bank of environmental 

sensations and associations which create a strong link between that per

Son and his or her environment. 

Why do people seem to develop a particularly strong sense of 

environment on Toronto Island? There are, of course, a number of reas

ons. First, perhaps simply because it is an island, which is in and of 

itself a distinctive environmental feature. Islanders themselves are 

well aware that there is something special about living on an island, 
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although they find it hard to say just why. Peter Cridland expresses 

this sentiment: 

I know there's something different about living on an island .... 
I don't think it would be quite the sort of place it is if it 
weren't an island. But I've never really tried to put it into 
words. 

It has clear boundaries; it is approached only by boat (which provides 

a distinctive range of environmental experiences: seeing the island in 

the distance, passing other boats in the harbour, watching the city 

recede, and so on); and it is, of course, surrounded by water. But the 

experience of "islandness" perhaps is more than just the experience of 

these individual features. 

Second, there are a whole range of distinctive environmental 

features (water, sky, carless streets, little wooden houses ana so on), 

which are discussed in the rest of this chapter. 

Third, it is, for some reason, an evocative place. Islanders 

apply terms like ''magical'', "romantic", "fantasy world", which describe 

an amalgam of environmental experiences. 

Fourth, it is in marked contrast to near-by mainland environ-

ments. which highlights, even more, its distinctive environmental 

features. As Ron Mazza observed, "There is the City and the Island. 

All the City seems somewhat homogeneous and the Island is a distinctly 

different place." The City is regarded as big, noisy, artificial, 

crowded, car-dominated, and removed from water and nature; whereas the 

Island is seen as small, intimate, peaceful, car-free, and close to 

water and nature. (See below pp. 276 ff.) 

Fifth, and perhaps most significant, is the fact that although 

both natural and artificial elements are important in Islanders' sense 
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of environment, the natural ones predominate. It is interesting to 

note, for example, that in the first series of general quotations 

(pp. 253 - 254), most were related to elements of the natural environ-

ment. In fact, Islanders tend to use the term "environment" to mean 

"na tural environment". Relph has observed: 

There has, in brief, been a separation of man from landscape and 
nature. This is true in the very literal sense that we are not 
as close to land, sea, wind, and mountain as our ancestors, nor 
do we have the same involvement in creating the forms of man-made 
landscapes, but spend increasing amounts of time in air-conditioned, 
centrally-heated buildings with artificial lighting, made by some
one else. This separation, combined with the changes in society 
and economy. has had a considerable influence on the types of 
environment that have been created and on the way in which we 
experience landscapes. l 

Yi-Fu Tuan sounds a similar note: "In modern life physical contact with 

one's natural environment is increasingly indirect and limited-to spec

ial occasions. 112 Islanders are not separated from their natural (or 

built) surroundings in this manner, but some are aware of the possibil-

ity. Bill Metcalfe recounts his OWn experiences: 

I think [being aware of the environment] has always been important 
to me. What happened was that through gradual osmosis of moving 
from an outdoor area, relatively wide-open suburban, to a lesser 
suburban, to finally a townhouse thing .•. it just gradually dis
appeared from my life. I wasn't aware of it. I used to have an 
underground garage and drive to an underground garage and walk 
across the street. That was my exposure on a day to day basis. 
So I guess it was nice to have it back. I didn't realize that I 
had lost it. I just don't want to lose it again. 

Islanders, perhaps in contrast to most city-dwellers, are constantly 

aware of their surrounding environment. Their frame houses are much 

IE. Relph, Place and Placelessness (London: Pion Press, 1976) 
p. 124. 

2yi - Fu Tuan, Topophilia: A Study of Environmental Perception, 
Attitudes and Values (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 
1974 ), p. 9 5 . 
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less substantial and insulated from the elements than the average city 

house or apartment building. So they can readily hear the wind come 

up or the rain come down, or the temper of the lake change. Most imp-

ortantly, they do not have cars and are forced into frequent, intimate 

contact with the environment, no matter what the weather. Jenny DeTolly 

mentions this point: 

I think one's relation with the outdoors is a very much stronger 
thing [on the Island] because you don't have this alien element. 
You also, if you live on Algonquin, are forced to walk that 15 
minutes approximately to the ferry. So there you have a very 
much stronger relationship to the outdoors than you would in the 
City. And in the City you can hop into that same alien element, 
the car, or public transit, and be sheltered from the elements. 
Whereas here [on the Island] your contact is an intimate one. I 
mean, if it rains, you damn well get rained on. There's no option. 

Finally, it is hard to over-estimate how important this carless 

environment is for enabling people to have intimate contact with their 

surroundings (notably their natural surroundings, but also their built 

surroundings) and to develop a strong sense of environment. Islanders 

walk. When you walk, of course, you can stop and gaze at a particular-

ly beautiful vista, or bend down and smell a flower or stop and listen 

to the geese. You have more direct, more complete experience of the 

environment than you have when you are speeding along in a car, unable 

to pause at will and insulated from the outside by your glass and steel 

shield. As Robert Aiken suggests, liTo the walker, the cultural land-

scape takes on an intimate quality .... [O]n foot, we can develop person

al association with landscape ". 1 And Tuan attribu tes a decline in the 

feeling of a sense of place to, among other things, "the loss of intim-

ate contact with the physical setting in an age when people seldom walk 

lS. Robert Aiken, "Towards Landscape Sensi bili ty, II Landscape, 
20 (Spring 1976), pp. 23-24. 
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and almost never loiter."l Islanders have not suffered this loss of int-

imate contact with their surroundings. They both walk and loiter. Not 

only are Islanders forced to walk (or bicycle, which affords many of 

the same environmental opportunities and experiences as walking), because 

they have no cars, but they also like to walk. Their surroundings are 

not dominated or sullied by the noise, fumes and presence of cars. The 

beautiful natural surroundings, of course, act as a positive magnet to 

draw them out of their houses to enjoy and contemplate nature directly. 

(See Illustrations 29 and 30.) 

The next sections of this chapter describe some of the distinct-

ive environmental features of the Toronto Island mentioned by Islanders. 

These include both natural features (water, sky, wildlife and so on) and 

artificial or built features (houses, streets and lay-out and so on). 

It should be emphasized again that sense of environment is not, of course, 

independ.ent of other components of sense of place. A person's sense of 

history, for example, may be sharpened by encountering physical elements 

of historical import. A person's sense of identity is certainly bound up 

with personal reactions to and personal associations with various environ-

mental features. A sense of community is certainly created in part by 

people sharing a common, distinctive environment, having similar reactions 

to physical features and overcoming cammon environmental hazards or dis-

comforts. A person's sense of environment may be enhanced by making de-

cisions about how to use, design or otherwise exercise control over vari-

ous environmental features. And a sense of change is certainly related to 

a fear that a familiar and cherished environment will suffer alteration 

(even eradication) . 

lyi-Fu Tuan, "Space and place: humanistic perspective, It in Pro
gress In Geography, vol. 6, eds, C. Board, R.J. Chorley, P. Haggett, 
D.R. Stoddart (London: Edward Arnold, 1974), p. 243. 
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Having noted that a sense of environment does overlap with other 

elements of a sense of place, let us now proceed to is olate and discuss 

some of the particular environmental features that together create in 

Islanders a strong sense of environment. The environment, as noted 

elsewhere, is experienced by all the senses: sight, sound, smell, touch 

and even taste (as when near the sea). The remainder of this chapter 

begins by looking at three ways to sense the environment: seeing, hear-

ing and smelling. 

b. Island Sights - General: 

Of the senses, seeing is the dominant one in interpreting and 

experiencing the environment and most of the environmental images 

recalled by Islanders are visual ones. 1 

David Amer, co-editor of the Goose and Duck recalls some of the 

distinctive Island sights that would spark an instant shock of 

recognition in Islanders: 

Orange carts. A visual thing that Island people respond to. It's 
common. It's everyday. I remember seeing a picture that Bill 
George took which was a close-up of a puddle in the boardwalk and 
in the puddle was reflected the trees above. That's instant Island 
memorabilia and everybody would know exactly what it was and it 

lIt may be that, in our culture, our vocabulary for describing 
sounds and smells is less rich than our vocabulary for describing 
sights. And, although these other senses are very important, their 
effect is more subliminal and unstated. It may also be that urban en
vironments have a tendency to dull these other senses: traffic noises 
may overpower oth~r sounds, or gas fumes and other forms of pollution 
may overwhelm other more pleasant smells). For a discussion of diff
erent ways of sensing space (and other environmental features), see 
Edward T. Hall, The Hidden Dimension (New York: Doubleday and Company, 
Inc., 1966). See also Georges Matore, "Existential Space," Landscape 
15 (Spring 1966) p. 5, who argues that in our culture and over time 
the sense of sight is predominant. 
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would evoke all sorts of emotional things for Island people ..•. 
Nina Kilpatrick [did] a little drawing [for the Goose and Duck] 
of that waiting room at the dock which you pass ten times a day 
.... A mother struggling from the fire hall to the boat in the 
wintertime with her coat flying and some kids and some grocery 
bags. We once took a picture of Jenny DeTolly with the baby 
carriage loaded with stuff and the kid walking. That was a 
great picture. l Once again, in the summertime, looking across 
the Bay, calm with all the colours and the lights reflected 
••.. The classic shot ... was a shot from the tennis court which 
showed the geese, a bicycle in silhouette, the sail boats and 
a sunset. That's beautiful Island stuff. 

Other visual images are scattered throughout the rest of this chapter. 

c. Island Sounds: 2 

David AIDer also recalls some familiar Island sounds: 

I think a walk on a summer night is great. There can be that hum 
from the city; the warmth that comes from a cottage with its lights 
on, the sound of the ducks, the sound of the gangplank coming down 
on the boat, the sound of the water taxis, the sound of the police 
car and if there's any kind of wind, the sound of the riggtng on 
a boat, the way the water slaps against the breakwall. There's 
a definite change from silence to crash on the beach. It can be 
perfectlY silent and then all of a sudden, the waves start coming 
in at night, regularly. It's something I noticed at 36 Lakeshore. 

Freya Godard remembers her first night on the Island: 

One of my strongest memories is the first night I spent on the 
Island [in my own house]. I remember waking up in the middle of 
the night and hearing the rain on the roof - I think it was coming 
through onto the ceiling. Hearing the ducks and the fog horn. 
And I can still remember how it felt and being quite cold in bed. 

The sense of hearing, like other senses, is very selective and 

people can develop a very keen sensitivity to particular sounds (and 

lSee Illustration 26. 

2Sounds reinforce and often add emotional depth to sights. Tuan 
writes in Topophilia, op. cit., p. 8: 

The eyes gain far more precise and detailed information about the 
environment than the ears but we are usually more touched by what 
we hear than by what we see. The sound of rain pelting against 
leaves, the roll of thunder, the whistling of wind in tall grass, 
and the anguished cry excite uS to a degree that visual imagery 
can seldom match. 
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an ability to tune out other sounds--like the crashing of the car-

crusher across the Bay from Ward's Island). Nina Kilpatrick, for 

example, who moved from the Island to a townhouse on a downtown 

street near the university (several miles from the barbour) was amazed 

to discover that "always, every morning I still hear the eight 0 'clock 

[boat] whistle." 

d. Island Smells: 

There is a whole range of distinctive Island smells--not all 

of them pleasant. David Amer notes, "Well, basically, there's sewage 

.... There's the fish on the beach, in the springtime when they wash 

up." (See also Freya Godard's initial reactions on p. 258.) 

But many smells are pleasant and very evocative. Smelling a 

familiar scent can trigger apparently deeply buried memories. l Eliz-

abeth AIDer recalls such an experience: 

One great thing we did as kids, was with the Supervised playground, 
we used to camp overnight at Snake Island. And this was the main 
highlight of the summer, where the whole group would go over there 
and build houses - none of your lily-livered tents, you know. 
You'd spend a whole week building a house, just the raw bush. 
You'd conquer the raw bush over on Snake Island! Building those 
houses with willow and poplar reeds that grew there in abundance. 
And they smell divine. I was over there the other day, bumping 
around, and just smelling that brought all that back to me. All 
those willow and poplar reeds have a distinct smell. 

lThe sense of smell is perhaps the most evocative of all the 
senses. For example, Wallace Stegner, in Wolf Willow (Toronto: 
Macmillan of Canada, Laurentian Library edition, 1977), pp. 17-19, 
describes visi ting his boyhood home of 'twhi temud", Saskatchewan, forty 
years after leaving it and trying to recapture the emotions and exper
iences of his childhood. It is all "a pumping operation" - the mem
ories fail to flow spontaneous ly until he smells "an odour that I have 
not smelled since I was eleven, but have never forgotten - have 
dreamed, more than once", the "wholly-native smell" of wolf willoW. "It 
is wolf willow, and not the town or anyone in it, that brings me home." 
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e. Water: 

Not surprisingly. probably the most frequently mentioned envir

onmental feature was the water. Many of the comments already quoted 

have included references to water. Nearly every Islander interviewed 

mentioned it somewhere in the course of the interview. And the pages 

of the Goose and Duck. for example, are full of articles and photo

graphs which reflect the Islanders' maritime orientation. 

Water is an important part of life for every Islander: they have 

to cross it to get anywhere else; many have views of it from their 

houses; they have to fight it when it rises and threatens to swamp 

them; they play on it and in it; and they can enjoy it in all its moods. 

A number of Islanders were attracted to the Island because of 

the water (like Nina Kilpatrick who was quoted on p. 256 ; Peter 

Cridland who was a product of the English seaside holiday tradition: 

and Freya Godard who felt "I have to be near the water~ having begun 

my life more or less living on the Lake. ") . 

Some Islanders who had no previous exposure to living by the 

water have also developed a strong attachment to it. For example. Jenny 

DeTolly commented, "I'd grown up in semi-desert and really felt the 

lack of water and greenery and this is why now that I've found it, I 

would find it very hard nat to live near water now." 

A number of Islanders who moved away, have moved close to water. 

Alan Howard moved to an apartment where he could "look out on the Island 

and the Lake" and Wendy Hanger suggests that "A lot of old Islanders 

[like her parents] have gone close to the Lake .•.. They seem to like to 

be able to see the Lake. When they're out of the house for five min

utes, they want to be able to see water, where they can see forever. 
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They don't want to be closed in." 

When they discuss where they would move if they had to move and 

What they would miss if they had to move, Islanders almost invariably 

mention water. A number mention liking the Beaches area of Toronto, 

because of its architecture (some old frame dwellings), boardwalk and, 

most important, its proximity to the Lake. Water even enters into their 

fantasies about the ideal place to live. Bill Metcalfe's ideal spot 

would be "a house overlooking the water, part way up a cliff probably, 

or on top of a high area, somewhere the waves were crashing in." 

Finally, a number of Islanders expressed the belief that the bond 

between people and water is a very strong and "fundamental" one-that 

living near the water has a deep, and not always salutary, effect on 

people. For some, as Mary Anderson and others suggest, it may have a 

"calming effect"; for others, as Elizabeth Amer suggests, it may int-

ensify the emotions and have (especially during the winter) a depressing 

effect. But for most Islanders, living near water is a distinct at-

traction and very important. 

f. Sky: 

The other major natural element is the sky. Dale Perkins, Who 

comes from the prairies of Saskatchewan, commented that the Island was 

I 
the only place in Toronto where you can see the sky. And, the expanse 

of the sky is one of the first things a visitor notices when he or she 

leaves the skyscraper canyons of downtown Toronto to visit the Island. 

IWallace Stegner, Wolf Willow, op. cit., p. 7> writes about the 
"overpowering" Saskatchewan prairie sky and the dramatic combined eff
ect of earth and sky. Islanders, as noted in the text, talk about a 
very different sky and a different "fusion", that of sky and water. 
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It is, of course. the combination of sky and water which creates many 

of the special environmental effects noticeable on the ISland. Eliza-

beth Amer describes some of them: 

I like to walk On the beach very much. It's very nice at sunset 
to strike out over the beach and walk Out there and walk back and 
watch the Sun setting. It's lovely .... You can really enjoy them 
every night, worth planning on appreciating each night. One thing 
about sunrise I noticed this morning. looking out the window when 
I was waking up at about seven - the gulls were doing one of their 
routines in the sky and the whiteness of the gulls was catching 
the rising sun and they were almost like rosy-orange and it was 
really quite an amazing sight to see them doing an almost fiery 
motion. It was almost a fiery look about them. It was really 
wonderful. You get some great light effects here. The trees are 
so big and you get a lot of sky here, which I guess you don't get 
[in the City]. Some amazing things happen in the atmosphere here, 
like, I can sit here and look out that window and watch a thunder
storm, rainstorm, come across the Bay. Just see the black thing 
move right across the Bay until finally it hits the window. 

Alan Howard (p. 253) and Wendy Hanger (p. 266 ) observed that 

living on the Island by sky and water created a feeling of spaciousness 

and their sentiments are echoed by other Islanders. For example, David 

Amer comments: 

I think what I'd miss is the sense of space around me. The idea 
of being able to look for two or three hundred yards unobstructed 
is what I'd miss. I remember when we did live in the City you 
would look ou t your window and there would be living un! ts 311 
around you. 

This feeling of spaciousness is created in large part by living next 

to a large body of water, where you can see the horizon and great 

stretches of sky, and also by living in a place with many natural, 

open areas to see and visit. The idea that Islanders have a strong 

sense of space may come as a surprise to those who think of Islanders 

as living in tightly-packed little houses. But the feeling of spac-

iousness here comes not from the size of the houses, but from the 
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relation of the house and the people to the outside. In fact, the 

contrast between small houses, intimate streets and the open sweep of 

sky and water may enhance the feeling of spaciousness. Although the 

houses, especially on Ward's Island, are indeed tightly packed to

gether, many (perhaps 40%) have views of open places --the Lake, the 

Bay, "the park" and so on. And even people who live in the interior 

of blocks, with no unobstructed view from the house, are only a few 

minutes walk from the Lake or Bay or other open area. 

h. Storms: 

Storms (like Hurricane Hazel in 1954) or other environmental 

threats (like high water) make people acutely aware of their environ-

mente Such events, in fact, often become dramatic highlights in 

people's "environmental memories". Many Islanders, therefore, recall 

past storms and frantic sandbagging activities in order to keep the 

Lake back not only in 1973 (the last major high water year), but also 

in the 1940's and 1950's before the seawall was improved (when the 

effects of storms and rising water were even more dramatic), 

1. Wildlife: 

Island wildlife, especially the ducks, geese and other birds, 

play an important part in Islanders' sense of environment. Many Island

ers, including some who admitted to finding birds "dull" before moving 

to the Island, formally and informally birdwatch. Nina Kilpatrick 

became pOSitively rapturous when she recalled Island geese, from her 

City duplex, "They're pretty spectacular if you watch them for a while. 

Just terrific." And the Goose and Duck, true to its name, published 

many informative and humourous articles about Island wildlife. (See, 

for example, Illustration 32.) 
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j. Night: 

The character of places changes radically in the course of the 

day. Therefore, to understand the Island environment as an Island.er 

experiences it, the outside observer must experience it at all times 

of day. Perhaps the most "Island" time of day is night, especially 

late at night after the last ferry has departed and no more park 

visitors remain. Only Islanders are there until morning when the 

first boat arrives. Seeing the Northern lights or lying on the Beach 

gazing at the stars or hearing the muffled motor of an unseen boat 

or taking a walk over newly fallen snow gleaming under a winter moon-

all of these are vivid Island experiences recalled by Island residents. 

Night also creates an intimacy. The community is drawn together and 

defined by the shine of the old street lights and the warm glow of 

cottages, which contrast with the vast, somewhat threatening darkness 

of the empty park. There is the sense that safety and security lie 

within the boundaries of the little community; and that uncertainty and 

possibly danger lie without it. 

k. Seasons: 

Just as the character ~f places changes in the course of the 

day, so it changes in the course of the year. (See Illustration 29.) 

In order to experience the Island in the way that most Islanders do, 

it is therefore necessary to experience it not only on a bright, warm, 

sunny summer day (when most park visitors come), but also on a crisp 

fall day, a bitter cold winter day and a rainy spring day. Islanders 

are particularly aware of seasonal rhythms not only because, as else

where in this part of the world, seasonal differences are marked (from 

cold, snowy winter to hot, dry summer), but also because Islanders 

http:Island.er
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themselves are in intimate contact with their environment and because 

the changes in the ferry schedule and the yearly influx of summer 

Islanders and summer park visitors emphasize the differences. Each 

season has its special attributes. Spring calls to Islanders' minds 

such things as high water, smelts, rubber boots, muck, trees and bulbs 

in flower, warmth, mushrooms and rebirth. Summer brings to year-round 

Islanders' minds greenery, sun, beach, swimming, sports, socializing, 

freedom, frantic activity, laziness. ferry line-ups, park visitors. 

Migrating birds, colder weather, fewer visitors, slowing down, plastic 

on windows, melancholy are some of the characteristics of fall re-

called by Islanders. And bitter cold, eratic ferries, frozen pipes, 

snowy walks, skating on the lagoons, "cabin fever", isolation are some 

of the characteristics of winter mentioned by Islanders. Winter is 

probably the most "Island" season (in the same way that night is the 

mos t "Island" time of day). There are very few park visitors and so 

the beauties and the trials of being on the Island are experienced 

almost exclusively by Island residents. Some Islanders prefer winter 

to other seasonS precisely for this reason. It is a period of retrench-

ment (in contrast to summer, which is a period of expansiveness). The 

community is drawn together; the ferry is smaller; and Islanders share 

a keen sense of facing the elements together--of sharing hardships.l 

They are more isolated from the City than at other times of year, be-

cause the ferry is relatively infrequent and sometimes erratic; and 

more dependent on their own resources for entertainment and "survival" 

(or, at least, "comfortable survival"--for they fix their own frozen 

I 
See also Sense of Community: "Winter", p.201 ff.and Sense of 

Control: "Inconveniences", pp. 322 ff. 
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pipes and broken heaters). Surviving winter, in fact, is a point of 

pride among Islanders, and is almost an initiation rite, before be-

coming a "real" Islander. No Islander remains non-commital about 

winter; each voices strong opinions (although they have mixed opin-

ions, for there are both pros and cons to winter on the Island). 

Most Islanders (who moved to the Island as adults) have part-

icularly vivid memories of their first winter on the Island. For some 

like Jenny DeTolly it was a far from pleasant experience, ''The first 

year was an indescribably isolated year. It seemed to be an endless 

winter and was an indescribably isolated winter. It was hideous--just 

hideous." But other Islanders like David Harris were immediately swept 

up by Island winters, "I hated winter. Couldn't remember enjoying 

winter since I was a kid. And [I] totally enjoyed the winter on the 

Island .... Loved it. Just loved it." 

In addition to the problems of keeping warm and keeping Island 

houses functioning and travelling to the City, some Islanders also 

mention feeling "cabin fever". Elizabeth Amer comments on this problem: 

People get pretty stir-crazy. We always did, you know, by the 
end of winter. Essentially, the house is too small to contain 
three seething adults and one six year old. And, just by the end 
of the winter, you know, it really becomes a problem if you've got 
too many people in one of these little houses. We used to try and 
figure out what to do. We used to try and make sure that every7 
body wasn't at home together at all times. And week-ends were a 
particular problem .... That's a sort of post-Christmas to spring
time cabin fever that I think a lot of people feel, especially 
families and especially if you've got too many people for the size 
of the house, which happens a lot here 'cause the houses are 
very small. 

But, in spite of the problems, winter has its advocates. And for some 

Islanders, like David Harris, it is one of the favourite times of year: 

[One of my favourite times] is the really dead of winter, when 
there's nice fresh snow and clear blue skies ••. to wake up in 
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the morning and look out that front window and see all that 
fresh snow. Just even that. The vista. To look up and see 
the stars •... r like running on the boardwalk, because, you 
know, especially in winter, you get just some incredible things • 
.. . And, of course, skating in the lagoon has got to be one of 
life's greatest experiences, because if you've ever had a 
fondness for skating, to be able to go out there when the 
lagoon is frozen and there's no snow over it and it's smooth 
and to be able to skate from Ward's to Hanlan's to catch the 
boat is just one of life's greatest experiences, to me anyway. 

1. Carless Environment: 

Again and again, Islanders mention haw valuable it is to them 

to live in a place where there are no cars and most would agree with 

Terry Tyers' comment that "there's no doubt that the absence of cars 

is of inestimable value to one's quality of life". The introduction 

to this chapter stressed how important the lack of cars was to creating 

a strong sense of environment, how it enabled Islanders to explore 

more directly and intimately their surroundings and how that environ-

ment, in contrast to other modern environments, is nO~ dominated by 

the car. We have already seen, for example, that walking is not only 

a necessity, but also a pleasure for Islanders. Beyond this, in an 

environment where there are no cars, other environmental features 

(sights, sounds, and smells) can become more prominent. On the Island, 

Peter Holt reflects, there is a "high profile of human noises", as 

opposed to the "white noise" of City traffic, and a child's little 

musical pull toy (not a car's horn) is an Island "street noise." Fin-

ally, Island parents again and again emphasized what a wonderful, safe, 

free place the Island is to raise children and that this is due in no 

small measure to the fact that there are no cars there. (See Illust-

ration 30.) 
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m. Scale: 

One of the strongest impressions a visitor to the Island has is 

how small and compact the community and the houses are. This is due 

certainly to the contrast between the little one-storey houses and the 

great towering trees and, more importantly, to the contrast between 

the Island and the City, which is readily evident simply by looking 

across the Bay. The small, intimate scale of the Island residential 

environment is, of course, made possible by the fact that the streets 

do not have to accommodate automobile traffic and take On the character 

of broad sidewalks. There is, as Ron Mazza puts it, a '·walking scale". 

Peter Holt conveys this intimate scale in his comments: 

When I first visited the Island it was in winter. When I came over, 
there were all these little lights and little lane streets-and 
little gingerbread cottages, little noises coming out of each 
house .... It was just a tranquil, peaceful scene. 

n. Ward's and Algonquin: Physical Images: 

Long familiarity and close contact with an environment make 

people aware of small nuances and differences that would be unnoticed 

by others--the slant of a roof, the curve of a street, the texture of 

a pathway. It is not surprising that Islanders perceive distinct 

physical (as well as social)l differences between Ward's Island and 

Algonquin Island. (See Illustration 24.) The perceived differences 

should not be over-emphasized. The two Island residential environments 

are closer to each other than to most others. Although many people 

refer to Algonquin as "suburbiaft , Algonquin is more like Ward's than 

any more conventional suburbia. Most Islanders, therefore, would 

1 
Sense of Community: ftWard's-Algonquin: Social Images" emphasized 

the social differences perceived. The two are, of course, closely 
related and overlapping. 
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probably agree with A1gonquinite Bill Metcalfe, who said that "if I 

had the choice of living there [Ward's] or not on the Island, then 

there would be no choice at all. I would live there." 

The main physical differences between the two Islands, which 

Islanders are well aware of, are in the style and spacing of the 

houses. The Ward's houses are tightly-packed and set on very small 

lots (generally 40' x 45'), which reflect their tent origins. Most of 

the streets are not straight. The Ward's houses are generally older 

than the Algonqu in houses, were built originally as summer cottages, 

often reflect the layout of their canvas predecessors and have grown 

sporadically (adding a room here or a dormer window there, as needed). 

The relatively more spacious arrangement of Algonquin was laid, out, all 

at once, in 1937-1938 when the first cottages were floated down from 

Hanlan's Point to make way for the airport. The houses are se t on 

larger lots (50' x 100') and are set further from each other and from 

the streets. Apart from the old Hanlan's houses, found on perimeter 

lots, most Algonquin cottages are newer, more substantial, and more 

"four square" in appearance than Ward's houses. The stree ts are wider 

and straighter than the Ward's streets. 

Some Islanders, like Michael Albrecht, are somewhat flippant 

abou t the differences: 

We joke about it. I still joke about it. That's "Algonquin 
Heights" over there and this is the "slum" down here. It's 
like a subdivision. Their houses are bigger. It gives them, 
you know, loftier thooghts. 

But some Islanders are very serious about the differences between the 

two Islands, and feel more "comfortable" on one rather than the other. 

One Ward's Islander commented on the differences: 
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Well, the houses on Algonquin are newer and I think mostly bigger 
and because they're newer, they're in better condition, and the 
lots are bigger. That means they'll always be more expensive so 
they've attracted people who have more money, more professional 
people and that determines to some extent the character of 
Algonquin .... I'd certainly like to have all that space, I'd 
certainly like that. I don't really feel very comfortable on 
Algonquin. Partly, of course, because it's a separate island and 
I don't know people there so well .... But people are much less 
close physically; their lots are bigger and they're not as close 
socially. Perhaps they are; but I know people Who've moved from 
Ward's to Algonquin and find it very difficult. I think people 
are much more aware of private property over there, personal 
property. People always say that about Algonquin. I have that 
impression, though it's hard to define ...• I've never spent a 
night on Algonquin. I don't like the houses. They're built mostly 
after the war and to my mind they're quite ugly. Well, the angle 
of the roofs. They're not steep enough. At about the time when 
people began to build much shallower roofs and to my mind it's an 
ugly feature. A lot of them are rather square, boxy little houses 
.... The interesting thing about ours is the things that have been 
added on, dormer windows .... 1 suppose people over there have fewer 
d iff iculties [because the houses are newer] and stay in their hous es . 
It's always seemed slightly suburban to me. 

Although some people (both Ward's and Algonquin Islanders) find 

Ward's architecture marvellously "creative", others (including some 

Ward's Islanders) are not so enchanted by it. One Ward's Islander 

connnents, "There are some really lovely homes on Algonquin. There 

are not that many lovely cottages on Ward's Island, if you want to make 

that kind of comparison. You'd have to be an idiot not to see that." 

Just as many Ward's Islanders prefer Ward's Island, so many 

Algonqu in Islanders prefer Algonquin (although perhaps in a more under-

stated fashion): 

[Why did you move to Algonquin?] Well, if you had the choice, 
where would you go? ..• We're not crowded together like on Ward's 
Island. These houses, for instance, this one, is constructed 
for all year round dwelling. 

c. Urban Proximity - Pastoral Retreat: 

As noted before, contrast between places serves to highlight the 



distinctive features of each. 1 In the case of the Toronto Island, the 

contrast between Island and City is especially strong, as the visible, 

physical presence of downtown Toronto across the Bay makes abundantly 

clear. Islanders are both attracted and repulsed by the City. Is 1and-

ers generally conceive of the City as being big, noisy, dirty, hectic, 

artificial, commercial, confined, unsafe, unhealthy and unfriendly. 

They also conceive it as being exciting, interesting, sophisticated and 

the focus of economic opportunity. The proximity of the City, many 

feel, prevents life on the Island from becoming dull, or too jnbred or 

too narrow. So, the fact that the City is so near, yet so far, is an 

important part of Island life and Islanders' sense of environment. 

Many Islanders commented on this feature. For example, A1 Schoenborn 

says: 

[I like] the nearness of the City when you want to have it, the 
distance from the City when you don't. The Islanders used to say, 
'~e're a hundred miles from the City; but the City is only two 
miles from us." 

Some Islanders mentioned that they had moved to the Island de-

1iberate1y to retreat from the City (but not too far from the City). 

They regard the Island as a kind of "pastoral retreat", a place to 

1Tuan , Topophi1ia, op. cit., p. 102, writes that "an environ-: 
mental value requires its antithesis for definition ... the virtues of 
the countryside require their anti-image, the city, for the sharpen
ing of focus and vice versa." See also Sense of Identity, "Bound
aries, Visibility and Contrast;' pp. 169-171 and Sense of Community: 
"Big City - Small Town: Social Imagest pp. 215-218. 
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become spiritually, as well as physically, rejuvenated. l For example, 

Terry Tyers comments: 

11 moved to the Island] because I was very busy both at work and 
outside activities and wanted a place to withdraw and I viewed 
the Island as sort of providing requiem as soon as you got off 
the boat .... lt was mainly, it would hopefully be quiet, without 
the activity of the City. 

Finally, some Islanders commented on the fact that because they live 

on the Island, where they can retreat, they can and do enjoy City life 

more than they would if they lived elsewhere. Bill Metcalfe comments 

on this attraction of Island living: 

It's kind of interesting, because I think being On the Island 
and being close to downtown has made me appreciate the City 
a hell of a lot more than I ever did before. If I moved off 
here, and didn't move away [from Toronto], which is what I 
probably would do, I would probably try and live in the City. 
No way I'm going back to the suburbs. I think I 1 ike the . 
City. It's changed my view of the City quite a bit. [I like] 
the variety, I guess. The people. I think I can go to the 
City and be a part of the City without having to stay in the 
City. I think that may be one of the things that enables me 
to enjoy it more. I can sort of look at it as a visitor almost. 
You know, when you're visiting a place, you're most perceptive to 
things that are going on around you. 

p. Suburbia: Physical Images: 

The other environmental contrast which casts light on Islanders' 

own sense of environment is the contrast between the Island and 

lLeO Marx discusses the idea of pastoral retreat, especially as 
seen in literature, and emphasizes this rejuvenation aspect as well as 
the idea that the pastoral retreat is a middle ground between city and 
wilderness. It is not a complete return to nature. The Toronto Island 
fits into this scheme. See Leo Mant, "Pastoral Ideals and City Troubles ," 
in Fitness of Man's Environment, Smithsonian II, 1968, pp. 120-144. 
An ilisland l1 may in itself be regarded as an ideal place of retreat and 
some Islanders may well have been attracted by this popular (but 
perhaps subconsciously known) image of "island". Yi-Fu Tuan, Topo-

·.philia, op. cit., pp. 119-120 discusses the island as place of retreat
of "temporary escapism" or "withdrawal from high-pressured living on 
the continent". 
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1 
suburbia. While Islanders' image of the City is somewhat ambivalent, 

their image of suburbia is virtually unremittingly negative. Interest-

ingly, when asked where they would ideally move if they were forced 

to move, no one chose the suburbs. Islanders chose either downtown 

or outside Toronto altogether~ such as small towns or rural areas. 

Islanders see suburbia as car-dominated, unfriendly, status-conscious 

and dull (buth architecturally and socially). Some of their comments 

on suburbia (which remains a fairly undifferentiated entity) follow: 

Simply there is no way I would move to suburbia. 
I dislike quite intensely even visiting suburbia. 
upsets me almost physically to be among them. 

I can't even •..• 
It really 

Strangely enough, [I'd move] probably downtown, because I'm used 
to downtown, because that's the most successful part of the City 
for me .... I don't think I want a car, so that means I definitely 
would not want to live in the suburbs. I find them depressing, 
especially apartment living in the suburbs. It seems to be a 
horrible way to exist. 

No way I'm going to go back to the suburbs. 

I could be perfectly happy within the City, I think. I'd enjoy 
the Beaches. I'd probably enjoy the Kensington Market area. I'd 
enjoy Rosedale. I'd enjoy North Yonge. I don't think there's 
any place in the City that's as good to liVe as the Island •... I 
think the Lake is kind of important to me. I'd probably rather 
stick to the coast if I could possibly •••. I don't want to live 
in the suburbs. I like old houses. I like old streets and 
trees. so probably one of the older areas •••• I don't want a 
car, so that limits me to some extent. 

q. Naming: 

Giving names to the environment is a way of putting a human 

stamp on it. Naming environmental features not only humanizes, person-

alizes and makes secure or less threatening new environments by 

lSense of Community: "Suburbia: Social Images", pp. 218 ff. 
discusses primarily the social aspect of this image. 
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bringing them out of the realm of the unknown into the realm of the 

known (e.g., explorers and settlers in new lands deliberately named new 

places for old, familiar ones--Perth, New Amsterdam, London and so on), 

but it also conditions our way of seeing the environment. We are more 

likely to notice and remember environmental features which are named 

than ones which are not. Naming also clearly distinguishes insiders 

from outsiders, because insiders have a more fine-grained knowledge 

of their surroundings. Islanders, for example, can identify not only 

Ward's, Algonquin, Centre, and Hanlan's Point (like a large number of 

outsiders), but they can also identify Snake Island, Mugg's Island, 

Donut Island, "the park ll (not the Island Park, but the area on Ward's 

which contains the baseball diamond), the Gap, Sunfish Island and so on. 

Such more exotic Island names are scattered throughout Islanaers' 

comments on the Island. 

r. "Hidden Landscapes 11: 

Present sense of environment, like present sense of place, is 

related not only to current experience of the environment, but also to 

memories of earlier environmental experiences. For people who have 

lived on the Island for a long time and remember, for example, when 

there were houses stretching from Hanlan's to Ward's, the Island is a 

very different place than it is for more recent Islanders or visitors. 

It is full of "hidden landscapes"--remembered landscapes. And, as 

shown elsewhere, reactions based upon these "hidden lands capes II may be 

the strongest and most poignant of all. Small, individual environment

al features, like a tree, can act as a reminder and a trigger to set 

off memories of earlier experiences. Jimmy Jones recalls a recent 



visit to Hanlan's Point, where he grew up: 

My mind is constantly going back to Hanlan's Point and that's my 
favourite place •••. I feel very strange about [walking around there], 
I've taken a walk over to Hanlan's. It was just last year ... when 
I Iwas] walking from the wall up to where we used to live at 
Hattlan's and I stood by a tree that was only maybe six inches in 
diameter that is now, oh, maybe ten inches and I remember when my 
brother tried to tap that tree and I stood leaning against that, 
which would be the fence line between our property and the man 
next door ...• I could just visualize. I could see the house and 
the house next to us, which was 602 and IS, which was down 
the street, 612. Ya, I feel very ..• it gets me emotionally .•.. And 
there was a tree on the beach that I watched Vern Thompson, Gor
don's younger brother - it was a very small sapling to begin with 
and he would go out and take the small branches off the bottom of 
it. It was a poplar tree. And now that tree is in full bloom 
and as big as the tree in the backyard and the branches are quite 
high because he pruned the trunk so that it would grow bushy at 
the top. 

s. Children: 

Sense of environment develops from the cradle on, as Memory 

Shearing indicated: 

My daughter's first word was not daddy or mummy, but quack, quack 
every time she saw a duck. That was really something. That says 
something for the Island. How many kids that age have ever 
seen a duck? 

And early memories can be very powerful, if somewhat disjointed. For 

example, Donna Semore recalls: 

I first visited the Toronto Island 35 years ago in the arms of my 
mother. As a child I returned many times to share its wonders. 
The most outstanding features were the smell of the water, the 
unidentified treasures I would take home. And the houses - those 
funny houses with all their bright colours. The images were so 
stimulating that they remain clearly with me today.l 

1. Memories of Growing Up: 

Childhood memories probably exert a powerful influence on later 

environmental values and attitudes. Clare Cooper Marcus has observed, 

"All of us carry the memory seeds of childhood landscapes-- those 

lDonna Semore, Brief, Public Meeting On the Future of the 
Toronto Island Residenti.al Area, November 19, 1973. 
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environments we encountered, smelled, dug in, climbed, and explored 

1 when our senses seemed most tantalizingly alive." A number of adults 

interviewed for this study recalled growing up on the Island and 

exploring the natural environment, which plays a prominent part in 

many of their memories. It is interesting, if not surprising, that 

there is a similarity over time and place to these memories. 

2. Children's Sense of Environment: 

Island children's sense of their environment is evident from 

their pictures and stories about Island life. 2 

The Island pictures drawn by children in Grades 1 and 2 (6 and 

7 year olds) were full of trees, grass, water, beach, wildlife (6 of 

the 17 had geese, ducks or birds). Island houses, the school bus and 

the Algonquin Bridge were also prominently displayed. The City pic-

tures drawn by this group, while far from dull or lifeless, ~re less 

varied and had far fewer natural elements. There were no trees, no 

flowers and nO wildlife. They were full of tall buildings (notably the 

CN Tower which looks across the Bay), cars, trucks, and airplanes. In 

short, these pictures revealed a keen sense of the contrast between 

the natural, car-free Island environment and the built-up City environ-

ment. (See Illustration 31.) 

The essays of the middle group (8-10 years old) revealed that 

1 Clare Cooper Marcus, "Remembrance of Landscapes Past," Land-
scape 22 (Summer 1978), p. 35. 

2At my request, Island school teachers asked the school children 
to do a variety of tasks: the youngest ones (kindergarten and Grades 1 
and 2) drew pic tures of "the Island" and "the Ci ty"; the middle ones 
(Grades 3-5) wrote very short pieces comparing "the Island" and "the 
City"; and the oldes t ones (Grades 6-8) wrote longer pieces comparing 
"the Island" and "the City" and drew maps from memory of "the Island" 
and "the City". 
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they too were very impressed by environmental features (the grass, 

trees, \vildlife, water, open air, and especially the lack of cars on 

the Island versus the cars, noise, pollution and crowding of the City). 

For example, Mary (Grade 3) wrote poetically, "I like the Island 

because there are no cars. When you wake up in the morning instead of 

hearing cars you hear birds. 'I 

The older group (11-13 years), in addition to mentioning the 

same environmental features, also spent more time discussing other 

features of Island and City life (e.g., sense of community, friendli-

ness, safety of the Island versus the lack of community, unfriendli-

ness and danger of the City). The essays of the older children were 

more political in tone; the children were obviously aware of the un-

certain political situation and had spent time listening to their 

parents' conversations and worries. One of the older group, Guy, wrote: 

I don't know what the city would be like. I don't like the dirt, 
the cars, the noise and all the roads - I don't like the air, its 
horrible. The Island isn't a smelly dirty place full of cars. 
There are lots of places to play. [T]here aren't any cars to watch 
for. In the city where there is grass it is usually trimmed short 
and the trees are ugly. Nothing is natural. On the island you 
can do all sorts of things. You can play tennis, go swimming, 
skate and there's enough space for everyone to play. I think the 
people who want to tear down our houses are mean. They don't 
care about us. They figure we can all get a house just like 
that, right out of thin air. I'm not scared about living on the 
Island because I know people, in the city your too scared of rob
bers to make friends with your neighbours. I'm afraid of cars in 
the city. I think I'm just afraid of living in the city. 

In conclusion, the first part of this chapter has described and 

discussed the various physical environmental features that have cont-

ributed to (young and old) Islanders' strong and distinctive sense of 

environmen t. 


